Position:

Medical Planner – Senior Level

Company:

RBB Architects, Inc.

Reports to:

RBB Partners
10+ years of healthcare design and planning experience is required.

Experience:

A minimum of 10 years in California

Salary:

Commensurate with experience

Responsibilities:

Lead and guide the overall medical planning effort of hospitals and clinics

Specific
Responsibilities:

Demonstrates proficiency in healthcare planning, master planning and design for major
inpatient and outpatient departments.
Leads the planning process by generating concepts and do layout of internal departments.
Understands different levels of care in institutional, ambulatory, and commercial occupancy
environments in California.
Has knowledge of current movements in healthcare design and planning, including lean,
green design, patient safety, and evidence based design principles.
Has thorough knowledge of CBC Chapter 12, OSHPD and OSHPD 3
Serves as the main contact for the Owner
Works with end users to outline process flows and critical adjacencies of clinical rooms and to
reach consensus on concepts.
Understands and guides discussions on medical equipment needs.
Leads the medical planning process within the design team to create departmental floor plan
concepts reflective of operations.
Manages the deliverables for the medical planning team within the greater project
deliverable schedule.
Demonstrates credible knowledge of current healthcare planning and programming concepts.
Leads a team of medical planners and designers to develop project concepts through Design
Development.
Works with contractors and consultants to implement planning concepts through project
completion.
Must have ability to professionally present to hospital leadership and boards.
Works closely and productively with senior designers and project managers.
Has knowledge of medical equipment

Mentors junior Medical Planners
Attends and presents at healthcare planning conferences
Qualifications:

Professional degree from an accredited program required, Masters preferred but not
essential.
Architectural Registration preferred
LEED credentialed preferred
Revit proficiency
Strong communication skills, both verbal and written

RBB Profile

Established in 1952, RBB ARCHITECTS INC has been a leader in the programming,
planning and design of institutional facilities for over 64 years. RBB designs an average
of over $200 million in construction annually. The firm has successfully completed over
10,000 projects in healthcare, education, research, and various public facilities.

Location:

Los Angeles, CA

Contact:

sbotero@rbbinc.com

